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The study explored the effects of extensively reading graded readers on the depth and breadth of vocabulary
knowledge and reading speed. It compared the gains of 127 EFL female learners exposed to two different reading
approaches for eight weeks. The results showed that both extensive and intensive reading groups made similar gains
on the 2000, 3000, and academic word sections of the Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT), while the extensive group made
better gains on the Word Associate Test (WAT) and on a reading speed test. We could conclude that extensive reading
did a great job of improving students’ abilities in the examined areas.
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WAT
Both groups scored significant gains on the WAT.
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However, the ER group had also shown a significant

Participants:

difference to the IR group as shown in Figure 4.

About 127 EFL Saudi female university students
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participated in this study. All students had been
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Figure 3: Vocabulary size improvement
(Academic word level)

Figure 1: Vocabulary size improvement (2000
word level)

Figure 4: Vocabulary depth improvement (WAT)

Figure 2: Vocabulary size improvement (3000
word level)
minute indicated that the group’s post-test reading
increased. The results of both paired and individual

Figure 5: Reading speed improvement

t-tests revealed significant improvement that occurred
due to the treatment and indicated that the ER group
made a superior gain (Figure 5).
Attitude:
A quest ion na i re su r vey i ng t he at t it udes of
part icipants of both groups was distributed. It
surveyed participants' attitude towards their ability to
read in English, reading faster, vocabulary knowledge
development, purpose of reading, freedom of choice
of the reading material, the in-class reading activity,
and if they like to be taught by the same way next
time. All of these sections were favorably answered by

Figure 6: Improvement in reading ability

the ER group (Figures 6 to 11).
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Figure 11: Interest in reading

Figure 7: Reading speed

Conclusion
ER is as effective as IR in improving learners' breadth
of vocabulary knowledge. It is more effective than IR
in improving learners' depth vocabulary knowledge
and their reading speed. ER is better in changing
learners' attitudes towards learning a new foreign

Figure 8: Vocabulary knowledge

language.
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Figure 10: Freedom to choose texts
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